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1. NTRODUCTION: Science Meaning and Nature: 
The English word Science is derived from a Latin Verb ‘Scire’, which means ‘to know’ and Latin Noun 

‘Scientia’ which means ‘knowledge’. Meaning of Science is based on German word ‘Wissenchaft’, which means 

systematic, organized knowledge. Thus, Science is a systematized knowledge. 

Essentially, science is a way to build and organize knowledge by using testable explanations, predictions, 

experimentations, and summarizations about the universe (Heilbron, 2003) 

Science is the result of skeptical when Greek philosopher started to observe the physical world with indecisive 

eyes to explain the natural phenomena. It seems rationally convincing to trace the initial growth of science in skeptics. 

The element of skeptic view can also be traced into 'Naasdiya sukta' of Rigveda where a lucid expression revels the 

natural curiosity of Rishi to explore the cause behind origin of universe. 

Science is basically founded to investigate the nature and its processes. Although there are a number of other 

methods that can be utilized to acquire the knowledge about nature, but science is considered as the only one 'that results 

in the acquisition of reliable knowledge'. The process of reliable knowledge may be observation, investigation, 

experimentation and exploration etc. this can be traced into the Rene Descartes' definition, “Science is a method of 

investigating nature that discovers reliable knowledge about it.” however It is subject to philosophical discussion as to 

what 'reliability' in 'knowledge' refers to. Science is the investigation of unknown phenomena unless it is scientifically 

reveled and explained such as 'Gravitation force before Newton', 'Bulb before Thomas Alva Edison', '3-D double helix 

structure of DNA before Watson & Crick' etc., and it also looks and compares with existing principles, theories and 

practices like pre-existing theory of origin of life compared with new theory of Miller and then rejected, theories about 

the structure of atom. 

Science is a discipline to acquire knowledge through observation, identification, description, experimentation, 

investigation and theoretical explanation of the phenomenon that occur in nature. Science could be described as the 

study, which attempts to perceive and understand the nature of the universe both living and non-living in its part and as 

a whole. 'As a discipline at the secondary stage science is divided into three branches Physics, chemistry and biology'.1 

1) Physics: Physics is the branch of science which deals with the wide range of phenomena. Physics is the study 

of matter and interactions between the fundamental constituents of observable universe. Physics includes: 

Astronomy, Astrophysics, Geophysics, engineering, Quantum mechanism and mechanics etc. 

This branch of science provides many solutions to make work easy and in less time consuming. The modes of 

transport and different modes of communication are endowment of physical science. Human have reached into the 
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space, moon and mars. This has been possible just because of researches in physics. These are the symbol of 

development. 

2) Chemistry: Chemistry is the study of matter and the changes it undergoes. It considers both microscopic and 

macroscopic properties. There is a wide scope of chemistry, it is in Industrial Chemistry, Physical Chemistry, Organic 

Chemistry, Polymer Chemistry, Theoretical Chemistry, Analytical Chemistry, Inorganic Chemistry, Thermochemistry, 

Biochemistry etc. 

We all are surrounded by chemicals and they affect our daily life even we are aware about it or not. Chemistry 

is an inseparable part of our life. There are so many chemicals in our body and knowingly and unknowingly we deal 

with chemistry. When we study chemistry with physical science it is called physical chemistry, this is used to know the 

matter around us & how we can use this for the betterment of society. 

On the other hand when we study the chemistry with biological science, it is called biochemistry which is beneficial for 

healthy life. Our body is full of chemicals and behavior according to the work of these chemicals. 

3) Biology: Biology is the branch of science which deals with the study of structure, organization, life processes, 

interactions, origin and evolution of living organisms. This branch of science further divided into three main branches 

a) Zoology: in which we study about physiology and anatomy of animals. 

b) Botany: in which we study about the plants and related facts. 

c) Microbiology is the study of simpler, unicellular and microscopic organisms. 

In the biological researches, biologists discover the secret of life process. It has a great importance for healthy 

life. It has a various scope as given below: 

Anthropology, Biomedical engineering, Biotechnology, Food technology, Dairy technology, Apiculture, 

Fishery, Sericulture, Genetic engineering, Medicine, Veterinary medicine, Therapy etc. 

The study of above branches of biological science helps human to live a healthy and prosperous life. This branch 

of science provide many ways to cure the crucial diseases not only in humans but in animals also. It provides several 

techniques to transplant the human organs that cure the life. 

 

2. Review of Literature: 

Science can also be considered as a process in which unique ability of human being involved that enables her 

to organize its’ own thinking pattern by exploring inherent truth in any phenomena of nature. Most of the time this 

exploration remains continue according to scientific temperament of scientist or researcher but some time, especially 

when circumstances compel human being to explore inherent truth as a counter strategy to deal with emergency 

situation, this scientific process provides immediate solution to any problem that may become a threat to humanity. This 

we did in case of corona virus. Again it is significant to mention here that science is not only a process but an end 

product too. Here comes another perspective of philosophical thought to look into science as an unending attempt to 

explore truth in process and product. By considering this we anticipate that product is not an end of scientific exploration 

rather it is a temporary destination from where a possibility is always remains to begin new journey towards process. 

We can remind ourselves of some definitions of science that are closer to our conceptual understanding of science: 

Bacon (1561-1626), "The real and legitimate goal of sciences is the endowment of human life with new inventions and 

riches", and he discouraged scientists from pursuing intangible philosophical or spiritual ideas, which he believed 

contributed little to human happiness beyond "the fume of subtle, sublime, or pleasing speculation". 

Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679), "Science is the knowledge of consequences, and dependence of one fact upon another." 

John Dewey (1859-1952), "Ultimately and philosophically, science is the organ of general social progress." 

Albert Einstein (1879-1955) “Science is an attempt to make the chaotic diversity of our sense experience corresponds 

to logically uniform system of thought”. 

Bertrand Russell (1872-1970), “Science may be defined as the discovery of causal laws by means of observation and 

experiment—laws which are more valued when they are quantitative than when they are merely qualitative.” 

Fitzpatrick (1960), “Science is a cumulative and endless series of empirical observations, which results in the formation 

of concepts and theories, with both concepts and theories being subject to modification in the light of further empirical 

observations. Science is both a body of knowledge and the process of acquiring it”. 

The National Academy of Sciences (2008), “The use of evidence to construct testable explanations and predictions of 

natural phenomena, as well as the knowledge generated through this process.” 

Above mention definitions can be viewed from philosophical perspective by which we explore some common/ core 

characteristics inherent in science as a discipline or process of acquiring 'reliable knowledge' in terms of Descartes. 

These common elements are: 
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A) Science as systematic knowledge which acquire through observation and experimentation to know the nature and 

natural process which help to quench the thirst of knowledge. 

B) Humans have always been curious about the world. The investigative and imaginative human mind has tried to know 

the natural world in different ways through experimentation, investigation, observation and inference, measurement and 

classification etc. If we look at critically the history of science, we find that human developed different kinds of tools in 

order to deal with physical and biological world. 

C) Besides this a unique characteristic of human being as dominantly highlighted in Indian tradition, is to explore 'ethical 

concern' in any kind of intellectual perceivance. This inspire human being to ensure betterment of life through scientific 

exploration, materialistic progress and spiritual upliftment. This kind of social and ethical dimension of science can be 

seen as a significant concern of scientist and thinkers during the 3rd & 4th decade of 20th century. 

It seems rationally convincing to us to discuss a very significant dimension of science as power to transform the 

society and world as well. After development of science, the life of human being has been changed and become ease. 

Science is an essential part of our life to uplift the society and to know about ourselves. The products of science 

is very beneficial for the development of society it provides the power to human beings. Now it is responsibility of 

humans to use this power for the welfare of mankind. It is a way to develop the society and make the life better. The 

knowledge of science is based upon senses. On the one hand Science is limited to the senses on the other hand science 

deals with the universe and galaxies in the forms of matter and energy which is in the form of living and non-living. 

Science employs a number of instruments to extend senses to the extremely minute to very vast, to the short-time 

duration or long-time duration, to dilute or to concentrate and so on and so forth which does not alter the conclusion that 

science is limited to that which is observable. 

 

3. Science and Ethical Concerns: 
The word ‘ethics’ comes from the Greek word ‘ethos’, meaning custom or behavior. The concept of ethics was 

originally proposed by the Greek philosopher Aristotle for the discussion of philosophical questions relating to daily 

life: the ‘ethike theoria’ deals with the study of, and gives criteria for the evaluation of human behavior. As per the 

Cambridge University Dictionary of English, the word ethics implies, a system of accepted beliefs that control behavior, 

especially a system that is based on morals. The word morality implies a set of personal or social standards for good or 

bad behavior and character or the quality of being right, honest or acceptable. 

In broader sense ethics and morality exclusively refers to human behavior with reference to those social 

standards set by humans for good life. Ethics can also be considered as a normative science which not only enables 

human-beings to act righteously but develops an ability to reflect on all actions, deeds and intention of human-beings. 

Here, we can find a significant relation between ethics and science but someone may differ from us. Like; in the words 

of Vannevar Bush, one of the architects of American Science Policy, Science is ‘amoral’ i.e. Neither moral nor immoral. 

It is man who misuses Science & Technology and misinterprets science to general public and that aggravates this 

perceived conflict (Bronowski, 1965). 

Generally Science has also been understood as a power to change the life and reshape the planet but if we 

connect this theoretically stand with ethics we find that 'changing life' or 'reshaping the planet' is suppose to be directed 

towards a good change in life or reshaping the planet for a moral cause. Thinking in this way also needs to be discussed 

as to is it right to do so? 

This attempt will help us to explore rationally convincing ethical concerns of science but doing so will lead us 

towards its counter perspective that believes science consisting only knowledge, it is free from values or ethical 

concerns. The neo-positivists and empiricism, these schools were making a clear difference between fact and value 

judgements, in which science was reserved for fact judgements only, despising any value judgement in scientific activity, 

as Ayer wrote “science never disputes about matters of value, only about matters of facts”.2 

There is a theorist R.K Merton, opponent of the separation of science facts and values, in his writings he indicate 

that science is a misleading word that refers to a variety of different things yet related among themselves. It is usually 

used to show: 

a. a set of characteristic methods by means of which knowledge is certified 

b. a stock of accumulated knowledge stemming from the application of these methods 

c. a set of cultural values and morals governing the activities termed scientific any combination of the foregoing.3 

 

It is interesting to trace philosophical orientation of science and ethics with reference to their interrelationship and 

its implications. It will be an attempt to tilt inadequately towards exploring ethical concerns of science, if we look at 

science from ethical perspective. But, ignoring ethical concerns, with special reference to those scientific attempts which 
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may harm humanity in long term, is also not ethically correct. Here we find a conceptual dilemma that lead us to respond 

some questions of importance for scientists and philosophers. These are: 

Can science be considered as value-free? If it is so, what will be the consequences? Who will be responsible for this? 

In the response of above question, we find that Science is neutral in itself, it is neither value-oriented nor value-

free. Societal application of science and its’ further implications depend upon the users, how they are using the science 

weather for the betterment of the society and human welfare or for the deterioration of the human as well as nature. 

Some times when we focus only the human benefits and use science, it may be crucial for nature. Science has some 

inbuilt values which are necessary for experiments, testing and exploring. These values are punctuality, honesty, 

regularity, accuracy, objectivity and prejudice etc. but these values are not like as in social sciences, these are just for 

making a process fair to obtain an exact result. When we study science as a process, there is no need to raise question 

about scientific process's ethical prerequisites to be thought in order to proceed 'exploring truth'. Here exploring truth is 

in itself a scientific value. 

If we consider that science, including initiating a scientific process, executing adequate procedure and arriving 

at evidence-based conclusion is 'value-free' and therefore, it should not be reviewed from ethical perspective, then it 

will be an intentional attempt to shift our moral responsibility. Will it be an attempt towards ignoring concerns of 

humanity which may be dangerous for life? There are so many experiments which are inhumane and the products which 

are developed through science may be harmful if they are used unethically. For example the study of anatomy of animals 

in which some scientists treat living creature incorrectly. There are so many products of science which are using 

adequately with the ignorance of their bad effects on society and nature. 

Science has discovered and invented such artefacts which are beneficial in one hand if they are ethically guided 

and having humanitarian concerns and may be harmful on the other hand if they are guided unethically. 

Discovery of 'Gold and Diamond mines' is good for social development but doing this on large scale will be 

dangerous for nature. Different kinds of life saving drugs which obtained from plants and trees, are playing an important 

role to cure humans but unnecessary stalk of these drugs is the reason that some plants are at higher risk like; Camphor, 

Opium poppy, Autumn crocus etc. Again use of Eugenics for the betterment of human race but it may cause loss of 

genetic diversity. Invention of plastic was a boon for 20th century but the excess use and mismanagement of it, is harmful 

for environment. 

This can be consistently derived from above discussion that science gives the power to a man, if the power is in 

wrong hands it will be very dangerous for the society. 

Invention of Atomic bomb, Nuclear weapon is the result of 'Manhattan' project after the urge of Einstein to US 

president Roosevolt, an example of 'misuse of science' just to prove the powerful themselves at the cost of humanity, 

which is very precarious. We can say that these inventions are ethics free. 

Corona virus, if this virus is human-made virus then it is another example of science without ethics. And we all 

know the consequences as whole world is suffering from its havoc. 

While responding to consequences due to unethically guided scientific research, it seems difficult to held 

someone directly responsible but question of responsibility remains relevant, because entire humanity cannot be 

sacrificed for the sake of uninterrupted and non-interferential researches. Since we are living in 21st century in which 

peace, justice, democracy and dignity of life are the predominant values and nations are suppose to collaborate together 

in order to become an international community which has sense of responsibility. This sense of responsibility can be 

mutually strengthen by international organization like UN. Initiatives have already been taken in this regard. We may 

acknowledge them for our reference. 

UN Convection on Prohibitions or Restrictions on the Use of Certain Conventional Weapons Which May Be 

Deemed to Be Excessively Injurious or to Have Indiscriminate Effects (CCW).4 

Pre-conception and Pre-Natal Diagnostic Techniques Act, 1994: The aim of this act to prevent sex-selection 

and improve the sex-ratio in India.5 

Government of India, has notified the Plastic Waste Management Amendment Rules, 2021, which prohibits 

identified single use plastic items which have low utility and high littering potential by 2022. 

Is it true to conceive that science like other disciplines, is a mean? If we consider science, scientific research 

and exploration through science as means for: reveling truth, understanding any natural phenomena and explaining it. 

As a process science is a mean to know the unknown natural world, to discover the things which are valuable 

and beneficial for human life. As a product it is also a mean for the betterment of the society and upliftment of human. 

It is a mean to know about the world, galaxy and universe. Science is the only medium to explore the natural world. 

When this means are used for the welfare of society, it is a gratification but when it is used to get the power and to 

conquer others it is discontent. 
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Q 2: Can Ethical concerns be explored in Science? What are those concerns and who will decide? Will ethics dominate, 

researches in science like chemistry, physics and biology? 

To response this question there are so many example which reflect that there should be ethical concerns to use science 

otherwise it will be dangerous for the mankind. It will destroy the nature. Science should be use in such a way that will 

help to flourish the society, mankind and nature. 

It is true that when ethics dominate researches it will be restricted and we can't know the whole truth and can't get exact 

information. 

On the other hand it is also true that if we talk about science without values it can be very harmful either it is 

chemistry, physics or biology. In the chemistry there are so many chemicals which can be very harmful for human as 

well as nature when it is used unethically. 

Hiroshima and Nagasaki is suffering from a curse till now, for this we can assume that researches in physics are 

responsible. Not only physics but biological researches are not least dangerous without ethics, these may be so unhuman. 

If later is accepted can we propose that ethics or ethical concerns are necessary pre suppositions of human ontology. 

This can be compared with the intellectual traditions of India in which 'Rishis' Tirthankar' or 'Buddhisatva' 

whom we consider social scientists, presupposed ethics in every domain of human life. Their concern toward nature or 

natural resources seem not due to pragmatic or utilitarian prospective rather due to humanitarian perspective. Here we 

can refer to Shanti Path of Yajurveda, which shows a definite ethical orientation of human being towards nature by 

considering it an opportunity to explore inherent truth therein for betterment of every being and exclusively not to exploit 

it. 

 

4. CONCLUSION:   

Inherent values of science like honesty, punctuality, accuracy, objectivity and non-prejudice etc., need to be 

respected and promoted at each and every level of schooling/ education and research, in order to maintain uniqueness 

of 'science' as an academic discipline and developing a habit to think critically & logically as expected in science. 

Children at every level of education should be encouraged to learn scientific temper, scientific attitude, critical thinking 

and reflective practices etc. Besides this ethical or humanitarian concerns of science should always be taught to learners/ 

researchers and scientists so as to enable them understand their responsibility towards humanity. One of the fundamental 

principles of National Education Policy 2020 that will guide both the education system at large, as well as the individual 

institutions within it is; 'ethics and human & Constitutional values like empathy, respect for others, cleanliness, courtesy, 

democratic spirit, spirit of service, respect for public property, scientific temper, liberty, responsibility, pluralism, 

equality, and justice'.6 This recommendation seems to be deeply rooted in Indian culture wherein science and other 

discipline of knowledge are supposed to grow with ethical concerns ultimately aiming towards- sarve bhavantu 

sukhinah, sarve santu niramaya, sarve bhadrani pashyantu. 
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